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solutions causing the surface to be shoaler or deeper than the true sea floor. Where these spurious soundings
cause the gridded surface to be shoaler or deeper than the reliably measured seabed by greater than the
maximum allowable Total Vertical Uncertainty at that depth, the noisy data have been rejected by the
hydrographer and the surface recomputed. Flier Finder, part of the QC Tools package within HydrOffice,
was used to assist the search for spurious soundings following gross cleaning. Flier Finder was run
iteratively until all remaining flagged fliers were deemed to be valid aspects of the steep slopes and dynamic
nature of the seafloor. The finalized surface retained 190 'fliers' after iterative cleaning. These remaining
'fliers' fall within one of the areas of vegetation (Section B.2.5, Figures 20-21), correlate to designated
soundings on obstructions, or are edge fliers along areas extensively cleaned where every effort has been
made to remove obvious spurious soundings.

H13413 contains 29 designated soundings in accordance with HSSD Section 5.2.1.2.3. One designated
sounding represents a DTONs (see Section D.1.6) . All designated soundings were selected to accurately
represent the seafloor The majority of designated soundings (11) are on shoal points. The remaining
designated sounding (18) are were selected over submerged addressed features included in the FFF.

The surface names were updated during branch review to include sounding type (MB):
H13491_MB_VR_MLLW & H13491_MB_VR_MLLW_Final.

C. Vertical and Horizontal Control

Per Section 5.2.2.1.3 of the 2020 Field Procedures Manual, no Horizontal and Vertical Control Report has
been generated for H13491

C.1 Vertical Control

The vertical datum for this project is Mean Lower Low Water.

ERS Datum Transformation

The following ellipsoid-to-chart vertical datum transformation was used:

Method Ellipsoid to Chart Datum Separation File

ERS via VDATUM  S-N906_Limits_100m_NAD83-MLLW_geoid12b.csar

Table 11: ERS method and SEP file
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C.2 Horizontal Control

The horizontal datum for this project is North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83). 

The projection used for this project is Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 10.

The following PPK methods were used for horizontal control:

• RTX

RTK

Precise Positioning-Real Time Extended (PP-RTX) processing methods were used in Applanix
POSpacMMS 8.4 software to produce SBETs for post-processing horizontal correction. All of H13491 meets
HSSD horizontal accuracy requirements.

D. Results and Recommendations

D.1 Chart Comparison

A comparison was performed between survey H13491 and ENC US5WA14M and US5WA21M using
CARIS HIPS and SIPS sounding and contour layers derived from the finalized VR surface. The contours
and soundings were overlaid on the charts to assess differences between the surveyed soundings and charted
depths. All data from H13491 should supersede charted data. In general, surveyed soundings agree with the
majority of charted depths. A full discussion of the disagreements follows below.

D.1.1 Electronic Navigational Charts

The following are the largest scale ENCs, which cover the survey area:

ENC Scale Edition
Update

Application Date
Issue Date

US5WA14M 1:25000 32 09/29/2021 09/29/2021

US5WA21M 1:10000 15 10/15/2021 10/15/2021

Table 12: Largest Scale ENCs
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